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Chapter 1841 

Brother Fire’s face was cold: “Sun Haoxiang, how dare you talk about Mr. Lin like that?” 

“Do you not want to live anymore?” 

Sun Hao Xiang snorted, “What bullsh*t Mr. Lin, why wouldn’t I dare to talk about him like that?” 

“Just you losers, you still expect the surname Lin to come back to back you up?” 

“I’m telling you, just give up on that idea!” 

“Thousands of people from the Xie family are out and have surrounded that Lin on the mountain, and by 

now that Lin is probably being chopped up into several pieces and fed to the dogs.” 

Brother Fire was shivering with anger and pointed at Sun Hao Xiang, roaring, “Surnamed Sun, you fart!” 

“Mr. Lin will be fine!” 

Sun Haoxiang sneered, “Just console yourself like that, I don’t care to talk such nonsense to you!” 

“Alright, stop blocking the way here and open the door for me, I’m going home!” 

Brother Fire said angrily, “You’re not the owner of this place ……” 

Sun Haobin said angrily, “You didn’t hear what I just said, did you?” 

“That house on the top of the hill belongs to our Sun family!” 

“How are we not the owners of this place?” 

Brother Fire said angrily, “Bullsh*t!” 

“Everyone in the whole of Guangyang City knows that it’s Mr. Lin’s house!” 

“Even if you guys are shameless, you can’t rob it hard like this, right?” 

Sun Haoxiang sneered, “Yes, that was Lin Mo’s house, but that was also before!” 

“Don’t you forget that Lin Mo is the son-in-law of the Xu family, everything he owns is actually the Lin 

family’s.” 

“Before, when Lin Mo was alive, the Xu family saw pity on him and let him live in the house.” 

“But now that he’s dead, this house, of course the Xu family has to take it back!” 

“I’m already engaged to Xu Lingling of the Xu family, and the old man of the Xu family, with his imperial 

mouth, has handpicked this house and vacated it for us to use as our wedding room.” 

“You say, is this our house?” 

Brother Fire was dumbfounded, he did not expect that the Sun family’s claim that this house was theirs 

would be the case. 



He was also really shocked by these people, he really couldn’t imagine that these people could be 

shameless to this extent. 

Such shameless reasoning, shameless logic, they dare to say that? 

Brother Fire said angrily, “Mr Lin has long since severed ties with Xu Yongqing’s Xu family, these things, 

they have nothing to do with the Xu family!” 

“What qualifications does Xu Yongqing have to dictate this house?” 

Sun Haoxiang said in a cold voice, “Heh, you really dare to say that.” 

“Lin Mo is just a door-to-door son-in-law, all he has eaten, worn and lived in all these years has been 

given by the Xu family, what qualifications does he have to break off his relationship with the Xu 

family?” 

“Alright, I won’t talk nonsense to you anymore.” 

“Open the door for me immediately, or else, don’t blame me for being unkind to you!” 

Fire was filled with indignation and said angrily, “You’re dreaming!” 

“I’m telling you, I don’t care what that old pipsqueak Xu Yongqing actually said.” 

“But this house belongs to Mr. Lin, and no one is qualified to dictate this house except Mr. Lin!” 

A cold aura flashed in Sun Hao Xiang’s eyes, “Rubbish thing, toasting the wine and not eating the 

punishment, is that it?” 

“Since you don’t want to get out of the way, then you can die for me!” 

With that, Sun Hao Xiang rushed forward and punched directly at Brother Fire. 

Brother Fire backed up and dodged, but after all, he was no match for this martial arts practitioner, and 

was punched in the chest by Sun Hao Xiang, causing him to barely catch his breath. 

Although he was a desperate man, he had never practised martial arts and there was still a big 

difference between him and those who had. 

However, Brother Fire did not say a word, swallowing back the blood that came out of his throat. 

He clenched his fists and hissed angrily, “Mr. Lin looked up to me and let me guard Wangjiang Garden 

here, I can’t let Mr. Lin down!” 

“Sun, you want to enter Wangjiang Garden unless I die!” 
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Sun Hao Xiang did not expect that this Brother Fire would be so stubborn, and he was outright annoyed. 

“You want to die, don’t you? I’ll help you!” 

“D*mn it, you don’t even look at yourself, how dare you call my bluff?” 

“Just like you, what’s the difference between me killing you and killing a dog?” 



Sun Hao Xiang shouted angrily and rushed straight up, punching Brother Fire once again and sending 

him flying. 

Brother Fire suffered a heavy blow and fell heavily to the ground, finally unable to hold back, a mouthful 

of blood spurted out. 

Sun Hao Xiang did not stop and rushed up again, ready to strike again. 

At this moment, the security guards surrounded him and stopped him with all their might. 

Seeing this, Sun Hao Xiang was directly annoyed and roared, “D*mn, you b*****ds, how dare you stop 

me?” 

“Get the hell out of here right now, or else I’ll kill you all together!” 

Those security guards looked at each other, but in the end, they all gritted their teeth and protected 

Brother Fire behind them. 

These men, all of whom had been with Brother Fire for a long time, were extremely loyal to Brother Fire. 

Although they knew that Sun Hao Xiang couldn’t afford to mess with them, they definitely wouldn’t back 

off! 

Seeing such a situation, Sun Haoxiang was furious. 

He took a step back and roared, “Fine, you guys are looking for death yourselves, so you can’t blame old 

me!” 

“Someone, break the arms and legs of these b*****ds!” 

“I want them to spend the rest of their lives on their knees, begging for food!” 

In the back of those cars, dozens of people rushed out, all of them martial artists from the Sun Family. 

These people rushed up aggressively and directly mixed with those security guards. 

Although there were more security guards, they were all untrained martial artists, so they were not 

enough compared to those martial artists. 

As soon as they fought, the guards were beaten back and had no power to fight. 

Sun Hao Xiang stood by the side, looking at such a situation, he could not help but be filled with 

smugness and laughed wildly, “This is what happens when you go against our Sun family!” 

“Hahahaha ……” 

Sun Haobin was even more smug and excitedly said, “Brother, when you live in Lin Mo’s house later, 

remember to help me pick a set too!” 

“I heard that inside this Wangjiang Garden, there are still many empty houses, when the time comes, we 

both live as neighbours!” 

Sun Haoxiang smiled smugly, “Don’t worry.” 



“From now on, this Wangjiang Garden, will be our Sun family’s, hahaha ……” 

Sun Haobin also followed suit and laughed wildly, as if everything that Lin Mo had, had been taken away 

from them. 

Just as this melee was going on, a sound of a locomotive roaring suddenly came from the distance. 

The crowd turned their heads to look, only to see a fleet of vehicles rapidly approaching in the distance. 

Sun Haobin couldn’t help but stare, “What’s this?” 

Sun Haoxiang frowned slightly and then waved his hand, “Whatever!” 

“We came here first, and besides, Xu Lingling and I are engaged to be married, so these things, for good 

reason, are ours.” 

“No one can snatch it away!” 

Sun Haobin immediately nodded, “That’s right, whoever comes will be useless!” 

The team of vehicles quickly drove by, and Sun Haobin swaggered over and stopped the car at the front. 

“What do you do?” 

“Wangjiang Garden, it’s now owned by our Sun family.” 

“You want to take advantage, go somewhere else!” 

Sun Haobin said smugly. 

Just then, the car door opened and a voice came out from inside the car, “Wangjiang Garden, since 

when did it become your Sun family’s?” 

Hearing this voice, Sun Haoxiang, who was still complacent in the distance, suddenly shivered. 

Because, this voice was too familiar! 

He hurriedly turned his head and saw a person walking out of the car, and it was none other than Lin 

Mo! 

The moment he saw Lin Mo, the sweat on Sun Hao Xiang’s whole body stood up, and in this instant, his 

head was actually filled with cold sweat, he was directly stunned. 

Brother Fire, on the other hand, in the distance, was overjoyed and said excitedly, “Brother Lin! Brother 

Lin! You’ve come back!” 
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Brother Fire couldn’t help but stare, not understanding what Lin Mo really meant by this. 

And at that moment, the accent on Sun Haoxiang’s side suddenly changed. 

“Mr. Xie, Mr. Xie, you have misunderstood.” 



“I …… I don’t mean anything else, I …… just want to report to you that Lin Mo is really in Wangjiang Park 

…… ” 

“As long as you bring people over now, this Lin can definitely not escape, wouldn’t that be a great 

achievement?” 

“Mr. Xie, I …… how am I insulting you? I …… really didn’t mean it ……” 

“Mr. Xie, Mr. Xie? Mr. Xie?” 

Sun Haoxiang held the phone with a dumbfounded look on his face. 

Sun Haobin hurriedly ran over and whispered, “Brother, really no? When will the Xie family’s people 

arrive?” 

Sun Haoxiang looked at him and cried, “The Xie family’s people won’t be coming!” 

Sun Haobin couldn’t help but stare, “How could that be?” 

“Does it mean that they don’t believe that Lin Mo has returned to Wangjiang Garden?” 

“Why don’t we take a picture and send it to them?” 

Sun Haoxiang waved his hand, “It’s not that they don’t believe it, it’s that they don’t come at all!” 

Sun Haobin was confused: “Why?” 

Sun Haoxiang wanted to cry, “I want to know why the hell!” 

“The Xie family’s people have been yelling for Lin Mo’s death from the beginning to the end, and they’ve 

even sent a large number of people to hunt him down.” 

“Now that Lin Mo has run back to Wangjiang Garden, I gave a report, only to have Mr. Xie say that I 

deliberately insulted them and want to settle the score with me.” 

“What the …… hell is going on here?” 

The Sun family members were all dumbfounded, standing in place with their hands and feet at a loss. 

Lin Mo walked over and said with a faint smile, “Well? Is your master coming or not?” 

“Do you still want me to kowtow to you and apologise?” 

Sun Haoxiang shivered and looked at Lin Mo, his face still filled with an expression of disbelief. 

“What the …… hell is going on here?” 

“What the hell did you do? Why aren’t the Xie family’s people coming?” 

Sun Haoxiang asked reluctantly. 

Just then, a bold voice came from the distance, “It’s not that the Xie family’s people aren’t coming, it’s 

that they don’t dare to come at all!” 

The crowd turned their heads to look, only to see another caravan driving over in the distance. 



Zhao Tianying jumped down from the car at the front and smiled, “Divine Doctor Lin, the Xie family’s 

people have completely withdrawn from Guangyang City!” 

“All of our people from the major clans of Su Province and Guang Province have also moved into 

Guangyang City!” 

“As long as the Xie family’s people dare to enter, they won’t be able to walk out alive!” 

Sun Haoxiang’s eyes directly widened. 

Most of those people around Zhao Tianying, he had seen them all before. 

The last time the Era Hotel, the time Zhao Tianyuan was going to get married there, Sun Haoxiang was 

also present at that time and had also seen these people from all the big clans in Suzhou Province. 

And the people from these few big families in Guang Province, that goes without saying, Sun Haoxiang 

they had also seen at least the photos of. 

Now, the top bra*s of these dozen families were all standing here, so what exactly had happened, did 

they still need to say? 

Looking at this formation, Sun Haoxiang’s legs went limp and he directly sat down on the ground. 

He finally knew how Lin Mo had come back, and he finally knew why the Xie family’s people had said 

that he had insulted people! 

It wasn’t that the Xie family didn’t want to go after Lin Mo, but they had been forced to leave by these 

dozen or so families in Su Province and Guang Province! 

In such a situation, he still called for the Xie family’s people to come and kill Lin Mo, which, to the Xie 

family’s ears, was insulting! 

The Xie family’s people had all been driven out of Guangyang City, how could they still come in and kill 

people? 

Lin Mo nodded with a faint smile, “Very well, thank you all very much!” 

And then, he walked over to Sun Haoxiang and looked at him condescendingly as he smiled lightly, 

“Young Sun, you haven’t answered my words!” 

“How about it, do you want me to kneel down and kowtow to you and apologise or not?” 

Sun Haoxiang shivered in fear and fiercely rolled over onto his knees as he said in a trembling voice, “Mr. 

Lin, I …… was wrong ……” 

Chapter 1845 

This Sun Haoxiang is also a resourceful person, and after learning that the Xie family’s people had 

withdrawn from Guangyang City, he knew that the situation had gotten out of hand this time. 

Although the dozen or so families in Su Province and Guangyang Province together were not the rivals of 

the Xie Family. 



But the problem was that the Xie family’s sphere of influence was in the capital, ah. 

Even if the Xie family wanted to transfer people, it would take time, at least for a day or two, for the Xie 

family’s people to enter Guangyang City. 

Without the Xie family’s people, Lin Mo would still be the master of Guangyang City! 

Under such circumstances, what was the difference between what the Sun family had done and 

deliberately seeking death? 

Moreover, with so many people following Lin Mo around, this Sun Haoxiang didn’t even have the heart 

to resist or escape. 

He knelt down and apologised at the first opportunity, just hoping to save his own life. 

Lin Mo ignored him and instead turned his gaze to Sun Haobin who was next to him. 

Sun Haobin was still frozen, but Sun Haoxiang had already grabbed him by the arm and pulled him to his 

knees as well. 

“Brother, what for?” 

Sun Haobin said defiantly. 

Sun Haoxiang glared at him, “Shut up!” 

“If you want to live, then kneel down honestly!” 

Sun Haobin said unconvincingly, “Why are you afraid of him?” 

“We have the Xie family behind us!” 

“That’s a big family in the capital, a big family that’s joined with the Nalan family and is about to enter 

the top ten families in China!” 

“Not to mention these dozen rubbish families, even the King of the Southern Realm, Master Xue Wu, 

would have to be polite to them.” 

“Do we still need to be afraid of these people in Su Province and Guang Province?” 

Sun Haoxiang was so angry that he rolled his eyes and didn’t even have the strength to speak. 

When Lin Mo next to him heard Sun Haobin’s words, he directly tilted his head and laughed: “Young 

Sun, this younger brother of yours, he’s still very hard-headed!” 

“With the Xie family backing you up, it’s indeed very powerful, so of course you don’t have to fear us, 

hehehe ……” 

Sun Haobin had an arrogant face, “Surnamed Lin, don’t blame me for not reminding you.” 

“Our Sun family, and the Xie family are already in alliance.” 

“If you have the sense, kneel down and kowtow to us immediately and apologize, and take these trash 

and get out.” 



“Or else ……” 

Just then, Zhao Tianying rushed up and directly knocked Sun Haobin to the ground with one punch. 

And then, he stepped on Sun Haobin’s head with one foot and held a dagger in one hand, aiming it at 

Sun Haobin’s neck. 

“Or else what?” 

Zhao Tianying asked in a cold voice. 

Sun Haobin’s face instantly turned miserable white, feeling the chill of that dagger, so scared that he 

couldn’t say a word. 

Lin Mo glanced at him, “Young man, it’s good to have a backbone. But, you have to score occasions 

too!” 

“There is a saying that distant water cannot put out a nearby fire.” 

“The Xie family is strong, but you also have to look at what’s in front of you.” 

“Do you think that the Xie family can save you in this situation?” 

Zhao Tianying also pushed the dagger forward, directly piercing the skin of Sun Haobin’s neck. 

When Sun Haobin felt the blood gushing out, he was so scared that he shivered and his crotch became 

wet, but he peed on the spot. 

Zhao Tianying brushed aside his mouth, “Waste!” 

With that, he waved his right hand and the dagger cut directly through Sun Haobin’s neck. 

Covering his neck, Sun Haobin staggered back a few steps and fell to the ground, tossing and turning for 

a while, but eventually he didn’t move. 

Seeing such a situation, all the people in the Sun family at the scene were shivering in fear, and some of 

the timid ones even directly knelt down on the ground. 

“A bunch of trash!” 

“Old Fire, I’ll leave it to you guys!” 

Lin Mo waved his hand and walked straight into the Wangjiang Garden. 

Brother Fire was overjoyed, just now they had been surrounded and beaten by these people from the 

Sun Family, and had long been full of fire. 

Now that Lin Mo had handed these people over to them, wasn’t that giving them the chance to take 

revenge? 

“Many thanks, Brother Lin!” 

Brother Fire returned and led his men over to Sun Haoxiang, sneering, “Young Sun, now, are you still 

going into Wangjiang Garden?” 



Chapter 1846 

Sun Haoxiang’s face was pale and he knelt on the ground and kept begging Lin Mo for mercy. 

However, Lin Mo had already walked into Wangjiang Garden by now and did not even turn his head 

back. 

All these people from the Sun family were dragged down by Brother Fire with his men. 

A few of them tried to resist, but they were directly broken by those from the big families next to them, 

and no one dared to resist anymore. 

It didn’t take long for the sounds of screaming to come from the backyard. 

These people from the Sun family, even if they managed to return alive, they probably wouldn’t be able 

to stand again in the future! 

Lin Mo didn’t have the slightest bit of sympathy for these people. 

These people had fallen on him when he was in trouble, so they deserved this result. 

This time, not only would Sun Haoxiang and the others be finished, including the Sun family behind 

them, they would also be removed from Guangyang City as well! 

In this matter, Lin Mo’s attitude was simple. 

The Xie Family was powerful, and if people feared the Xie Family and chose to stand by with folded 

arms, Lin Mo would not say anything. 

However, if you want to take advantage of this opportunity to rub salt into the well, then Lin Mo will 

definitely not be polite to them either. 

When he returned home, Lin Mo called Tiger first to ask about the situation in Guangyang City. 

And the news he got made Lin Mo furious. 

Today, Guangyang City was in a state of chaos. 

The Xie family had moved in and Lin Mo had fled, resulting in those people in Guangyang City, all feeling 

that Lin Mo had lost his power. 

Therefore, in such a situation, there were quite a few people who started to have crooked thoughts, 

wanting to take advantage of this opportunity and hurry up to take advantage of it. 

In Guangyang City, there were quite a few people, just like the Sun family, who wanted to embezzle Lin 

Mo’s a*sets. 

Among them, it was the Sun family that went the furthest and ate the most ugly. 

The Sun family hooked up with Xu Yongqing’s family, talking about letting Sun Haoxiang and Xu Lingling 

get married, using this as an excuse to start embezzling Lin Mo’s a*sets. 

Sun Haoxiang coming to Wangjiang Park was nothing, it was just a small matter for them, the most 

crucial thing was still in Xu Pharmaceutical. 



The Sun family head, with Xu Yongqing and others, had already gone to Xu Pharmaceutical and was now 

forcing the management of Xu Pharmaceutical to hand over their power. 

Xu Yongqing is using the excuse that Lin Mo is the son-in-law of the Xu family, yelling that when Lin Mo 

dies, it is time for his things to be returned to the Xu family. 

Coupled with the Sun family’s cooperation and help, the management of Xu Pharmaceuticals was, 

basically, driven out of the company. 

Now the Sun family and the Xu family have moved into Xu Pharmaceutical, and looking at that situation, 

they intend to completely take Xu Pharmaceutical for themselves. 

The same situation is also happening in other parts of Guangyang City. 

For example, the Tianhua Shopping Mall, where Lin Mo had half of the shares, had also allowed the Fan 

family to enter the top ten families in Guangyang City because of the Tianhua Shopping Mall, and had 

received even more benefits. 

However, now the Fan family jumped out and shouted that Lin Mo had snatched the Tianhua Shopping 

Mall from them and now they wanted to take it back. 

All those people that Lin Mo had arranged to work in Tianhua Shopping Mall were injured by the Fan 

family’s people. 

The Fan family was shouting loudly that this matter was not over, and that even if Lin Mo died, they 

would still seek revenge on Lin Mo’s sister Lin Xi! 

After listening to the tiger’s report, Lin Mo’s face also turned grim to the extreme. 

These families, in order to get into the top ten families in Guangyang City at first, had been extremely 

respectful to him, begging for favours of all kinds. 

And now, they were the ones who were the first to fall on their sword! 

Lin Mo took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “Tiger, put out a message for me, and say that I’m 

back!” 

“Other than that, don’t say anything, do you understand?” 

Tiger immediately said, “Understood!” 

Lin Mo hung up the phone and turned to the sofa to sit down, his eyes already filled with killing intent. 

This time, he would take this opportunity to settle the score with these forces in Guangyang City! 

Those forces that had fallen on him at this time, there was no need to keep them. 

Chapter 1847 

Soon, the news that Tiger had brought Lin Mo back spread in Guangyang City. 

As soon as this news spread, the Guangyang City side of the city exploded. 



Almost everyone was discussing why Lin Mo still dared to return to Guangyang City. Wasn’t the Xie 

family hunting for Lin Mo? The Xie family hadn’t managed to kill him? 

And soon, these people discovered another shocking thing: the Xie family’s original people in Guangyang 

City had all withdrawn! 

This situation immediately left everyone dumbfounded, the wind had changed too quickly, hadn’t it? 

The big families such as the Fan and Sun families were somewhat capable and quickly investigated the 

reason. 

The reason, too, left them quite shaken. 

They had never dreamed that these great families in the Guang Province of Suzhou Province would go 

and fight hard against the Xie Family. 

Although they could drive the Xie family out of Guangyang City now due to their large number of 

people, what about the follow-up? 

Wouldn’t these big clans be finished once the Xie family wanted to seek revenge on them? 

The first thing the Sun family head did was to run to the heads of several other families, all of which, 

too, were taking advantage of this opportunity to grab Lin Mo’s a*sets. 

Now that the situation had suddenly changed, it naturally scared these few family heads as well. 

After some deliberation between the Sun family head and these few family heads, they came to a 

conclusion: the Xie family’s withdrawal from Guangyang City was only temporary! 

This time, the Xie Family had left because there were so many of these ten or so families in Guangyang 

Province and Su Province that the Xie Family could not fight, so they had to leave. 

However, the Xie family would definitely not stop there, and would definitely come back to kill again. 

Therefore, Lin Mo’s return to Guangyang City was only temporary. 

The Xie family would definitely not let Lin Mo go, no matter what, Lin Mo would still definitely die! 

With this conclusion, these family masters immediately made a decision to avoid them first. 

If Lin Mo returned to Guangyang City, then they would leave Guangyang City first and not confront Lin 

Mo head on. 

When the Xie family had settled Lin Mo, they would come back and still take everything back! 

After making this decision, these few family lords did not hesitate, and immediately went home, 

gathered the top bra*s, and prepared to leave Guangyang City quietly. 

After the Sun family head returned home, he received news that his son had been captured by Lin Mo. 

The Sun family head hesitated for a moment before finally gritting his teeth and saying, “We can’t save 

them even if we go to Wangjiang Garden!” 

“Forget it, how can those who achieve great things not have sacrifices?” 



“My son, he won’t die in vain!” 

“When I come back again, I will definitely make them pay back a hundred times over!” 

Then, the Sun family head immediately took the family’s top bra*s with him, drove three cars and 

quietly drove out of the Sun family, preparing to leave Guangyang City while there was chaos. 

After leaving the Sun Family, they did not dare to be careless and kept travelling from the side roads. 

It took half an hour for them to finally drive out of Guangyang City. 

Looking at Guangyang City behind them, the Sun family head finally breathed a sigh of relief and said in 

a low voice, “Humph, Lin Mo, this punk, he couldn’t even imagine that we had run away!” 

“When we come back again, it will be time to collect his corpse!” 

Several other members of the Sun family also laughed, escaping from Guangyang City, they were all 

much more at peace in their hearts. 

However, before their laughter could stop, the vehicle came to a sudden stop, and several people 

almost fell out due to inertia. 

The Sun family head said indignantly, “What are you doing?” 

“Who told you to stop?” 

The driver’s face was pale and he whispered, “Family head, I …… can’t stop ……” 

“Look outside ……” 

The Sun family head said angrily, “What am I looking at, I ……” 

As he spoke, he lifted the curtain. 

Seeing the scene outside, the Sun family head lost his voice on the spot. 

On the road outside, there were dozens of cars, surrounding their three cars in the middle. 

Their cars could no longer move forward! 

This situation, it really was not possible to stop! 

Chapter 1848 

The Sun family head stared dumbfounded at those cars outside. 

Needless to say, he knew that he would not be able to run away this time. 

At that moment, a man came out of the car at the front, and it was none other than Tiger. 

He smiled and walked over to the Sun Family Master’s car, “Sun Family Master, in such a hurry, where 

are you going?” 

“My brother Lin said that he wanted to invite you back for a chat.” 



“Sun Family Master, you won’t be disrespectful, will you?” 

The Sun family members sat paralyzed in the car, at this moment, they couldn’t even speak out. 

These people from the Sun Family were brought to the Wangjiang Garden by Tiger and the others, and it 

was only when they arrived that the Sun Family Master realised that the people from several other 

families had also been brought over. 

Earlier, they were the ones who had discussed together to leave Guangyang City first to take refuge for a 

while. 

As a result, none of them had managed to escape, and all of them had been brought back. 

These few family heads were all downcast because, they knew that this time they were definitely 

finished. 

Lao Hu brought these people together and smiled, “Family heads, please come inside?” 

“My brother Lin has been waiting for you for a long time!” 

These few family masters had no choice but to follow Tiger into the house. 

As soon as they entered the house, they saw Lin Mo sitting on the sofa. 

The moment they saw Lin Mo, the Fan family head fell to his knees with a poof and said in a trembling 

voice, “Mr. Lin, I …… I was wrong ……” 

“You give me a chance, spare my life as a dog ……” 

As the Fan family lord knelt down, immediately two more family lords followed suit and knelt on the 

ground, kowtowing and begging for forgiveness. 

The Sun family lord was still considered to have more backbone, as he stood with gritted teeth, but his 

legs were also shivering. 

Lin Mo swept his gaze over these few people and said softly, “I told the tiger to spread the news that I 

had returned to Wangjiang Garden, do you really not know what I mean?” 

The several family heads lowered their heads, unable to utter a single word. 

Of course they knew what Lin Mo meant, Lin Mo was trying to get them to come to Wangjiang Garden 

to kowtow and admit their mistakes. 

However, at that time, they thought that the Xie family would still kill back, and that they would be fine 

as long as they left Guangyang City to hide for a while. 

Therefore, these people did not even think about coming to Wangjiang Garden to kowtow and admit 

their mistakes. 

But they never dreamed that Lin Mo knew all their actions. 

They eventually came to Wangjiang Garden, but unfortunately, it was already too late to kowtow and 

admit their mistakes at this time. 



The Sun family head gritted his teeth and said in a deep voice, “Surnamed Lin, become a king and lose a 

foe.” 

“It’s our bad luck that we fell into your hands, but you don’t have to insult people like that!” 

“Kill or be killed as you wish, but if you want me to beg for mercy on my knees for you, dream on!” 

Lin Mo laughed aloud, “Master Sun Clan, you really do have a backbone!” 

“Since you have such backbone, then I won’t talk nonsense!” 

“Someone, give the Sun Family Master a painful death!” 

Tiger waved his hand, and immediately someone dragged the Sun Family Master out. 

Not long after, a miserable scream came from the backyard, and the Sun Family Master was definitely 

dead. 

When several other people saw this, they only shivered in fear. 

This was the family head of a big family in Guangyang City, and he was gone just like that? 

Originally, these people still wanted to be tough, but now they couldn’t even listen to their legs, and 

those few who didn’t kneel, also directly knelt on the ground and looked at Lin Mo in fear. 

Lin Mo swept his gaze over the crowd and disdainfully brushed his mouth, “Rubbish with no backbone at 

all, it’s useless to live!” 

After saying that, Lin Mo directly waved his hand and told Tiger to finish off all these people as well. 

As for the clans behind them, they also ended up miserable. 

In one night’s time, these large families that had decades and centuries of roots in Guangyang City were 

directly wiped out. 

And this incident directly shocked the entire Guangyang City! 

Those who had been foolish enough to make a move were now all honest, and no one dared to have any 

bad intentions anymore. 

Chapter 1849 

Outside Guangyang City, in the middle of a manor in the middle of nowhere. 

All of the people from the Xie family were now concentrated here, and everyone’s faces were filled with 

anger. 

After these people had entered Guangyang City, they were sought after by countless people there and 

enjoyed extremely high treatment. 

Those big local powers in Guangyang City, the big families or the rich and powerful, had gone out of 

their way to curry favour with the Xie family in order to climb up the Xie family. 



Big families such as the Sun family and the Fan family naturally have access to the Xie family’s top bra*s 

and take out large amounts of money to bribe them in an attempt to get the Xie family’s top bra*s to 

take care of them. 

Some of the smaller families, or some of the local tycoons, were not qualified to reach the top echelons 

of the Xie family, so they had to start with those at the bottom of the Xie family. 

Even an ordinary servant of the Xie family was treated as a guest by the local big families and tycoons in 

Guangyang when he went there. 

Even these little minions could not say anything in the Xie family. 

However, these people in Guangyang did not care about this. 

Their aim was to show the Xie family their attitude, and it didn’t matter what the status of these people 

in the Xie family was! 

Therefore, after entering Guangyang City, the people from the Xie family could be said to have enjoyed 

superb treatment, and everyone especially enjoyed that kind of treatment. 

These people, even in the capital, were all the kind of people at the bottom, just like ants. 

But when they ran to Guangyang City, they were able to flaunt their power, be proud of themselves, and 

enjoy superb treatment, which made them all simply happy. 

However, they hadn’t enjoyed such treatment for long before they were driven out of Guangyang City 

again, so one can imagine how the crowd felt! 

In the hall of the main building of the manor, the dozen or so senior members of the Xie family were all 

seated here. 

The head of the family, Xie Qianshan, was sitting at the main seat, while Xie Qianhao was sitting at the 

bottom, cursing angrily with a red face and a thick neck, “These b*****ds in Jiangsu Province and 

Guangyang Province are simply tired of living!” 

“Taking advantage of the fact that there are so few of us, they have taken advantage of the fact that 

there are so many of us to oppose us!” 

“D*mn, I can’t swallow this anger!” 

“Brother, why don’t we call the family now and ask them to send a large number of people, I’ll f*cking 

bring people to kill in Guangyang City and feed all these b*****ds to the dogs!” 

A few senior members of the Xie family nodded in agreement, and they too were all filled with righteous 

indignation. 

Xie Qianshan, on the other hand, shook his head, he glanced at Xie Qianhao and frowned, “Old Seven, 

just calm down for a while!” 

“You really plan to fight with these clans?” 



Xie Qianhao froze for a moment and said urgently, “Big brother, then …… then we’ll just swallow our 

anger?” 

“That won’t do!” 

“Big brother, the new Top Ten Families of China will be selected soon.” 

“Our Xie family has accumulated strength for so many years, and this time we have a marriage with the 

Nalan family, so it’s the best time to enter the top ten families in China.” 

“This time, all the big clans are watching us for what happened to Lin Mo!” 

“If we leave it like this, others will still think that our Xie family is incapable, and when that happens, 

how can we still enter the Top Ten Families of China?” 

A man next to him nodded, “Big brother, Lao Qi is right.” 

“At such a crucial moment in the selection of the Top Ten Families of China, we can’t afford to wimp out 

on this one!” 

Several other people also nodded their heads, this selection was too important for the Xie Family. 

The Xie family had wanted to enter the Top Ten Families of China decades ago, but had been 

unsuccessful for so many years. 

For this opportunity, the Xie family had planned for so many years, and moreover, the Xie family had 

gone to great lengths to enter into a marriage with the Nalan family, just for this selection of the Top 

Ten Families of China. 

If the Xie family failed this time, then all the hard work of the Xie family over the years would have been 

wasted! 

Chapter 1850 

Everyone in the Xie family looked at Xie Qianshan, and all of them were of the same mind. 

Xie Qianshan helplessly waved his hand, “I didn’t say I wouldn’t settle Lin Mo’s matter!” 

“But even if we want to solve Lin Mo’s matter, we still have to be methodical, right?” 

“Oh, do we really have to do what Old Seven said, transfer people from the capital and fight hard 

against those dozen clans in Jiangsu Province and Guangdong Province?” 

“That’s right, our Xie family’s strength will have no problem at all in dealing with these dozen families.” 

“But the problem is, do you know how many people would have to die and how much it would cost our 

Xie family?” 

“As you all know, the Top Ten Families of China will be selected soon.” 

“If our Xie family pays such a heavy price to settle these dozen families, then when this selection is 

made, will our Xie family still be strong enough?” 

“You guys are out of your minds, right?” 



All these people at the scene were stumped for words, each looking at each other, unable to utter a 

single word. 

Xie Qianhao was full of embarra*sment and said in a low voice, “Big brother, then …… then how are we 

going to solve this matter this time?” 

Xie Qianshan said in a deep voice: “These ten or so families in Guang Yang City, Jiangsu Province, have at 

least thousands of people in Guang Yang City, protecting Lin Mo with all their might.” 

“To fight them hard, that is definitely out of the question!” 

“However, if you want to deal with these people, you don’t necessarily have to fight them hard!” 

Xie Qianhao immediately came to life: “Big brother, what do you mean?” 

Xie Qianshan: “Didn’t Chen Wuyuan say that the Chen family has more than three thousand people, but 

the ones who came to Guangyang City are only about three hundred.” 

“These three hundred or so people are the ones who support him in helping Lin Mo.” 

“That means that the Chen family, and more than two thousand people, don’t support him in doing so.” 

“All we need to do is put pressure on these remaining people in the Chen family, and we can divide the 

Chen family, thus causing them to mess up from within and have their own people start to deal with 

their own people.” 

“Think about it, if the Chen family is in chaos, will Chen Wuyuan still dare to stay in Guangyang City?” 

“Will he continue to stay in Guangyang City to help Lin Mo, or will he hurry back first and calm things 

down on the Chen family’s side?” 

Hearing this, several people at the scene were all delighted. 

Xie Qianhao said urgently, “Big brother, this is a good idea.” 

“Moreover, it’s not just the Chen family, I see that those families in Su Province and Guang Province are 

in a similar situation.” 

“Not everyone is willing to go against us, we can make use of these people and divide these big 

families!” 

“When the time comes, not only will Lin Mo become a loner with no one to support him, but even Chen 

Wuyuan and the others will probably become street rats and be beaten by everyone!” 

“If we want to deal with them again, it will be as easy as pie!” 

Xie Qishan nodded with a light smile, “You’re finally getting the hang of it.” 

“That’s right, we want them to deal with themselves!” 

“Qianhao, in the name of the Xie family, you send a message to the people left behind by these clans.” 

“Tell them that as long as they settle this matter, our Xie family will support these people and become 

the new family heads of these families!” 



Xie Qianhao immediately nodded, “Alright, I’ll get right on it!” 

Next, Xie Qianhao personally contacted the remaining people of these ten or so families in Su Province 

and Guang Province, variously provoking and bullying them to deal with those who had entered Guang 

Yang City. 

However, they soon found out that this approach simply did not work. 

This time, before Chen Wuyuan and Zhao Tianying arrived in Guangyang City, they had already broken 

with the rest of the family, and the family was already in chaos internally. 

In fact, these people had also broken up and run to help Lin Mo. 

So, what kind of things were happening on the family side now, and what kind of chaos was actually 

occurring, these people would not go back. 

This good calculation played by Xie Qianshan was useless and could not divide the power on Lin Mo’s 

side at all! 

 


